
External Advisory Committee
Minutes from the Meeting of the Committee

November 13, 2012
Boston University, 871 Commonwealth Avenue, room 129, Boston, MA

Attendees
Hardin Coleman, Co-chair
Helen Dajer, Co-chair
Kelly Bates 
Kathleen Colby
Ian Deason
Rahn Dorsey
Robert Gittens
Craig Lankhorst
Ruthzee Louijeune
John Nucci
Israel Ruiz
Tammy Tai
Mary Tamer
Miren Uriarte
Bak Fun Wong
William Walczak
Laura Perille 
Josephine Tavares 

Staff
BPS Staff
Mayor’s Office Staff
Community observers were also in attendance

Welcome from Co-Chairs

The Co-Chairs opened the meeting by welcoming the committee members and 
community observers.

Approval of Minutes

The members of the committee moved to, and approved, the minutes from the 
October 22 and September 24 EAC monthly meetings. 
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Letter from the Mayor

A Mayoral staffer presented a letter from Mayor Menino to the EAC and read it 
aloud.

Timeline

A co-chair opened the discussion on the proposed draft timeline. The co-chair 
stated that the committee should have an agreed upon recommendation by 
December 10th, and suggested that the committee be prepared to work into 
January if there is not a consensus by then. 

A committee member asked if the proposed meetings on December 4th and 6th 
would be working meetings or communication meetings. A co-chair explained 
that the proposed meetings on December 4th and 6th would be working 
meetings, focused on crafting a recommendation. The committee would then 
come together on the 10th with a completed draft to share, would solicit 
community feedback on December 12th, and would hold a public meeting on 
December 14th, where the recommendation would be presented to the 
Superintendent. 

A committee member asked how the committee would go forward with a 
recommendation if a consensus was not reached. A co-chair suggested working 
towards consensus, but having a vote if a consensus could not be reached. The 
recommendation with the most votes would be presented alongside the 
recommendation favored by the minority. The co-chair suggested that voting 
occur at the meeting on December 4th or 6th. 

A committee member stated that they were concerned with the proposal to 
present multiple recommendations, and asked what would be done if there were 
multiple “substantive” minority opinions. 

The committee discussed the voting process. A member suggested voting at the 
last meeting on December 6th. Another member asked if the required majority 
would be of all committee members, or just the members present at the 
meeting on the night of the vote. 

A committee member asked if there was a way to vote if absent from the 
meeting. A Mayoral staffer stated that previous guidance from the Attorney 
General said not to engage in “remote voting,” but the staffer said that they will 
ask again.

A member suggested that if there is not a majority opinion, the committee 
engage in a series of votes, in which the least popular recommendation is 
eliminated until one plan reaches a majority. Another member suggested voting 
only on whichever plans have garnered the most interest. 

A member stated that they felt that the committee has eliminated proposals 
from consideration without much collective discussion and voting. The 
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committee discussed the matter, and agreed to do a better job at 
communicating meetings’ consensus’ to committee members who are unable to 
attend the meetings.

A co-chair discussed the published draft letter or recommendations, and 
suggested that the committee begin by addressing the letter and recommending 
an assignment process as well as discussing the “bigger picture” that the 
committee feels collectively compelled to address.

A committee member explained that there are gaps in ELL and Special Education 
issues that the committee needs to address. A co-chair acknowledged this 
concern and suggested that drafts of the recommendation letter be finessed 
before being posted.

A mayoral staffer explained that emails cannot circulate among a majority of 
committee members. 

A committee member suggested that new drafts are posted before public 
meetings and that committee members be assigned sections of the letter to 
facilitate the writing and editing of the letter. 

A co-chair stated that a formal proposal on the voting process would be 
presented before the next committee meeting. The committee agreed on this 
decision.

BPS Presentation

The EAC requested more information on the 23 zone model with paired zones, 
factoring in socioeconomic diversity, the 6 zone model with assignment 
interventions to maximize equitable access to quality seats, the no zone model 
with school pairings, and the grouped-school model. 

Carleton Jones, presenting for BPS, presented the current 3 zone model, 
explaining that more than 1 in 5 students have less than a 40% probability of 
access to a quality school.  Mr. Jones explained that all options being presented 
would improve this figure.

He then stated that on average, 86% of families are selecting a walk zone school 
as one of their top three choices in the first round of the lottery. A committee 
member clarified that the figures represent what parents chose, not necessarily 
what they received and where they ended up attending. 

Paired Contiguous Zone Model

Mr. Jones noted that the analysis included three proposed citywide magnet 
schools.  Mr. Jones then explained that the model creates “sub-zones,” which 
provide more equitable access to quality. The sub-zones allow students living in 
areas with lower quality schools to access higher quality schools, but students 
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living near the higher quality schools would not receive the lower quality schools 
as a choice.

Paired Non-Contiguous Zone Model

Mr. Jones explained that the paired non-contiguous zone model was the result 
of creating nine new zones. This model also included three proposed citywide 
magnet schools. He noted that this zone configuration increases average 
distance traveled, but also increases access to quality schools.

A committee member asked if the maps were drawn to optimize a particular 
variable, or just illustrative. The presenter explained that the non-contiguous 
maps were optimized for maximizing access to quality. 

Paired Non-Contiguous Zone Model, Factoring in Socioeconomic Diversity

Mr. Jones began by noting that in the original 23-zone model, zones ranged 
from 23% to 84% Free and Reduced Lunch students. The paired non-contiguous 
zone model was created in an effort to minimize this spread, and created zones 
that range from 61% to 77% Free and Reduced Lunch students.  

A committee member asked if there was logic behind the zone pairings. Mr. 
Jones explained that the pairings work towards creating more socioeconomic 
balance, and further explained that as you optimize one variant, you minimize 
another, so the increased socioeconomic balance could lead to an increase in 
average distance traveled. 

Modified 6 Zone Model 

Mr. Jones explained that this model also includes “one-way subzones,” which 
allow students living in areas with lower-quality schools access to higher-
quality schools, but students living near high-quality schools do not receive the 
lower quality schools as a choice.

A committee member asked how the “one-way subzones” are possible when 
one group of students is allowed to attend schools in a zone that students in 
the zone are not allowed to opt out of attending. BPS responded that the model 
grants access rather than guaranteeing a seat. The committee member 
responded that students do not have access if the school is already out of seats. 
Mr. Jones explained that he would get back to the EAC on this question.

A committee member added that the models being presented are what the 
committee asked to see theoretically, but are not necessarily what BPS is 
proposing as being the best option.

A BPS consultant explained that under the “one-way subzones,” people might 
not be placed in any school in the first round of the lottery. He added that there 
have to be enough seats, and one-way access could create bottlenecks.
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Mr. Jones stated that BPS would withdraw its analysis on models that incorporate 
“one-way subzones” until it is able to address the EAC’s questions about the 
access problems it presents.

Grouped Schools Model: Four Closest Schools Including all Walk-Zone and 
Partner Schools

Mr. Jones stated that the model pairs higher-quality schools with lower-quality 
schools while factoring in socioeconomic diversity.

A committee member asked if this model increases average distance traveled. 
Peng Shi, the model’s creator answered that it increases travel when compared 
to the 9 and 11 zone models. 

A committee member asked about the previous plans that Mr. Peng Shi 
presented to the EAC. Mr. Shi responded that his previous models did not 
include socioeconomic constraints, and only addressed quality. The current 
model was made because of the EAC’s requests. 

It was explained that Mr. Shi’s models are based on geo-codes, which are 
smaller than census blocks and census track. The BPS presenter stated that 
there are over 800 geo-codes in Boston.

A committee member asked about the previously requested demand data. Mr. 
Jones explained that the demand data had been given to Mr. Shi and his mentor, 
but processing the demand data is a significant undertaking that they weren’t 
able to complete before the meeting.

The committee and BPS talked at length about walk zones. Mr. Jones explained 
that walk zones determine what schools are in students’ choice sets, but walk 
zone is not a priority which helps students secure a seat in a particular school. 
This equalizes access conceptually, allowing equal probability of access between 
those who have been paired with the district, and those who live near it. 

A committee member asked Mr. Shi if he felt satisfied with the portrayal of his 
model. Mr. Shi explained that in order for it to be meaningful, the analysis must 
include demand data and include choice, because competition determines 
access. 

Mr. Jones added that BPS would talk to their partnering consulting firm to 
address problems and discrepancies in the analysis.

Grouped Schools: All Walk-Zone Schools Plus Single Partner School Model

Mr. Jones explained that this model reduces the average distance traveled, and 
that students in lower-performing areas would have a high-quality partner 
school to select, but access would be limited by capacity. 
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A committee member asked if schools would have the same partner as in the 
previous grouped school model. Mr. Shi explained that the models are balanced 
according to access regions, and that pairs were different because the access 
regions of the two models were different. 

Mr. Jones presented graphs that measured each model’s impact on “access to 
quality,” but questioned whether the comparison was “apples to apples.” 

A committee member added that the EAC should be careful to base any 
conclusions on the graph that measured the model’s impact students’  “access 
to quality.”

Mr. Jones then discussed parent compacting and magnet schools, explaining 
that BPS is talking about “regionalizing” magnet schools. This would result in 
schools serving students in particular regions of the city, and would ensure that 
everyone has better access to a magnet school.  

A committee member stated that parent compacting is not a solution available 
to all parents, and that it requires a high level of self-involvement. The member 
then suggested that compacting be offered on a case-by-case basis, instead of 
it being a recommendation or solution.

A BPS consultant suggested that compacting would be infeasible.

A committee member asked what types of simulations or testing would have to 
take place to make sure a model was feasible. Mr. Shi explained that after 
creating demand model which reasonably predicts how families would pick, a 
lottery could be simulated. 

A committee member suggested that the models and interventions have become 
more complex and more difficult to explain to parents. He suggested that the 
EAC go back to focusing on distance and quality. 

A committee member asked when the demand data would be available. Mr. Shi 
responded that the demand data will be available in weeks, but not necessarily 
before the EAC’s next two meetings. 

A committee member asked if Mr. Shi had the ability to change the algorithm. 
Mr. Shi explained that he had not been directed to explore alternate algorithms, 
but that he could rearrange lottery priorities after the demand data was 
processed. 

Questions from Community Observers

A community member asked BPS to conduct an analysis of each model’s impact 
on each neighborhood.  
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A community member asked how factors such as the middle school feeder 
pattern and SPED and ELL populations are being considered. The community 
member suggested that not all parents choose a quality school based on MCAS 
scores, and that a lot of schools are over/under valued because of reputations 
maintained through MCAS. The community member also asked the EAC to slow 
down the model selection process.   

A community member asked for a clear definition that distinguishes walk zone 
preference and walk zone priority. 

A community member asked how quality will be addressed, and what 
interventions and modifications will take place where there is lower quality. 

A community member explained that when parent compacting was created, the 
theory was to have it only be accessible at schools that are under-selected, and 
only to be considered as a second round option. The community member then 
asked if there was a way to adapt the algorithm so that parents are guaranteed a 
seat in one of the schools they have been offered as choices. 

A community member suggested that the walk zone chart only looks at choices 
in round one, and that lower SES families frequently choose after round one. The 
community member suggested that the EAC look at other rounds to get a 
clearer picture of what parents are choosing.

Conclusion

A co-chair thanked everyone for coming and the meeting was adjourned.
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